MEDICINE 2019
The 4th American College of Physicians
INDIA CHAPTER CONGRESS

Theme : “Happy Physicians - Happy Patients”
(30th, 31st August & 1st September 2019, Hotel Hyatt Regency, Kolkata)

Dear Brothers and Sisters, Greetings!

It is a great pleasure and an honor to extend you a warm invitation to attend the 4th ACP India Chapter Annual Internal Medicine Congress 2019, to be held from 30th, 31st August to 1 September 2019 at Hotel Hyatt Regency, Kolkata “The City of Joy”.

The conference will provide a wonderful forum for you to refresh your knowledge and explore the innovations in medicine. It will also strive to offer plenty of networking opportunities, providing you with the opportunity to meet and interact with the international faculties, leading physicians, friends and colleagues. It will be of immense significance for students who will benefit from the deliberations. The conference will host leading speakers to discuss ongoing issues of concern and to explore new horizons in treatment and prevention in medicine. A Physician is Happy as he approaches the patient with right ethical mind, makes right diagnosis, establishes Faith, Trust & good Rapport, Relieves him of pain, agony, anguish; suffering and sorrow!

Happiness of a Doctor is linked with the Happiness, Gratification & Satisfaction of a Patient!

Here We Go with the Theme "Happy Physicians - Happy Patients"

We hope you will join us for a symphony of outstanding science and take a little extra time to enjoy the spectacular and uniqueness of Kolkata and its surroundings. You can find everything here like Natural forest with full of animals (Sundarban), highest pick of mountain (Kanchenjunga- Himalaya), beautiful sea beaches (Digha, Mandarmoni etc).

We look forward to welcoming you to one of the most popular metro city of India KOLKATA.
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